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1.1 Introduction 

This section provides a macro wide positioning of key roaming stakeholders in the marketplace. Individual profiles of on top players in the ecosystem regarding 

corporate information, geographic spread, key clients & strategic partnerships and high level view of offerings are provided in Juniper’s Mobile Roaming: 

Regulations, Opportunities & Emerging Sectors 2017-2022. These profiles identify opportunities to add value to content, exploit new market trends and expand 

further on existing services, deals or associations. A Leaderboard including key roaming platform providers along with vendors focusing on roaming SIMs, 

testing, billing, clearing and settlement, policy management and fraud, has been included. 

Figure 1.1: Mobile Roaming Stakeholders 

https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/strategy-competition/mobile-roaming/regulations-opportunities-emerging-sectors
https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/strategy-competition/mobile-roaming/regulations-opportunities-emerging-sectors
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1.2 Leaderboard & Analysis 

This section is intended to give readers an indication of the range of 

players’ active in this market (ranging from roaming service providers to 

fraud prevention and billing providers) along with their business models 

and products, based on their adoption of roaming strategies and on any 

future strategic directives. The following players, categorised within 

multiple layers of the ecosystem as outlined in figure 1.1, are included in 

our vendor analysis: 

 AeroMobile 

 BICS 

 EMC Connected 

 iBasis 

 KnowRoaming 

 Mobileum 

 SITAONAIR 

 StarhomeMACH 

 Syniverse 

 Taisys 

 Tango Telecom 

 Telenor Maritime 

 UROS 

1.2.1 Vendor Assessment Criteria 

Our approach is to use a standard template to summarise vendor 

capability, which concludes with our views of the key strengths and 

strategic development opportunities for each vendor. These vendor 

specific templates are found later in this section. Here we provide our view 

of vendor positioning using our new Leaderboard technique.  

This technique, which applies quantitative scoring to qualitative 

information, enables us to assess each vendor’s capability and capacity, 

its product and position in the mobile roaming market.  

The resulting Leaderboard shows our view of relative vendor positioning. 

We have assessed each vendor’s capabilities against the following criteria:
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Table 1.2: Juniper Leaderboard Vendor Capability Assessment Criteria 

Category Criteria Description 

Corporate 
Capability 

Corporate Financial 
Performance & Size in 
Mobile Roaming 

In assessing this factor we have considered the absolute size of the vendor in the roaming space, as measured by revenues, 
employees and investments. Acquisitons by companies are also taken into consideration.  

 Customers & Deployments 
Here we evaluate the vendor’s success to date, as measured by the number of customers to whom the vendor has sold their service. 
The company’s existing and anticipated distribution strategy is also important here. 

 
Marketing & Branding 
Strength 

The strength of the vendor or operator’s marketing capability as perceived by a review of the company’s website; aspects such as use 
of case studies, communications and ‘joined up’ marketing of total service/products were considered. 

 
Service Provider 
Partnerships & Alignments 

We consider here the extent to which the vendor has developed wider industry relationships that will help increase market penetration.  

 
Expertise & Experience in 
Sector 

We evaluate here the vendor’s success to date, based on a comparative analysis as measured by their experience and expertise in 
the roaming sector. 

Product & 
Strategic 
Positioning 

Mobile Roaming Services: 
Solution & Product Range 

This factor relates to breadth of product range coverage by platform, technology and by sector. Key roaming offerings on service 
provisioning, data clearing, financial clearing, settlement, signalling, management systems, fraud detection and prevention, IPX 
platforms and platform analytics are taken into consideration. 

 
Product Features & Related 
Services 

Considers the breadth and depth of roaming service offering and its advantages to customers. Functionalities, incentives and new 
features are taken into consideration. 

 Operations & Global Reach 
This factor considers primarily the overall extent of geographical penetration of the vendor based on numbers of countries, regions, 
customers and offices to measure global reach.  

 Creativity & Innovation  
This assesses the vendor’s perceived innovation through its flow of new products, service offerings, developments and product 
developments. 

 Future Prospects 
This factor evaluates the vendor’s future business opportunities and strategic directives to expand across global markets and other 
related verticals. 

Source: Juniper Research
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1.2.2 Juniper Leaderboard: Mobile Roaming 

We have mapped out the results of our assessment, showing selected vendors in the Leaderboard below; a scoring heatmap analysis is also included. 

Figure 1.3: Mobile Roaming Leaderboard 

 

 
 

   

Syniverse scored highly across all our mobile roaming product and 

market positioning criteria. It has a comprehensive LTE roaming service 

portfolio with strong partnerships compared to competitors, covering a 

large geographical region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Juniper Research 
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Table 1.4: Vendor Scoring Analysis for Mobile Roaming Leaderboard 

 Capability & Capacity Product & Positioning 

  

Financial 
Performance 

& Size in 
Sector 

Customers & 
Deployments 

Marketing & 
Brand 

Strength 

Service 
Provider 

Partnerships 
& 

Alignments 

Expertise & 
Experience 
in Sector 

Services: 
Solution & 

Product 
Range 

Features & 
Related 
Services 

Operations 
& Global 
Reach 

Creativity & 
Innovation  

Future 
Business 
Prospects 

AeroMobile           

BICS           

Telenor Maritime           

Mobileum           

EMC Connected           

iBasis           

SITAONAIR           

StarhomeMACH           

Syniverse           

UROS           

KnowRoaming           

Taisys Technologies           

Tango Telecom           

 

HIGH    LOW 

Source: Juniper Research 
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1.2.3 Limitations & Interpretation 

Our assessment is based on a combination of quantitative measures 

where they are available (such as revenues and numbers of employees) 

that indicate relative strength and also of qualitative judgement based on 

available market and vendor information (as published and gleaned during 

our extensive set of one to one CxO level interviews right across the 

market). We have used publicly available information to arrive at a broad, 

indicative positioning of vendors in this market, on a ‘best efforts’ basis. 

However, we would also caution that our analysis is, by nature, based on 

incomplete information and therefore, in some instances of analysis, it has 

been necessary to use our best judgement. For example with some 

vendors, less detailed financial information is typically available if they are 

not publicly listed companies.  

We also remind readers that the list of vendors considered is not 

exhaustive across the entire market but, rather, selective. Juniper 

Research endeavours to provide accurate information. Whilst information 

or comment is believed to be correct at the time of publication, Juniper 

Research cannot accept any responsibility for its completeness or 

accuracy: the analysis is presented on a ‘best efforts’ basis.  

The Leaderboard compares the positioning of roaming vendors and 

service providers based on Juniper’s scoring of each company against the 

above criteria that Juniper has defined. The Leaderboard is designed to 

compare how the vendors position themselves in the market based on 

these criteria: relative placement in one particular unit of the Leaderboard 

does not imply that any one vendor is necessarily better placed than 

others.  

For example, one vendor’s objectives will be different from the next and 

the vendor may be very successfully fulfilling them without being placed in 

the top right box of the Leaderboard, which is the traditional location for 

the leading players.  

Therefore, for avoidance of doubt in interpreting the Leaderboard, we are 

not suggesting that any single cell in the Leaderboard implies in any way 

that a group of vendors is more advantageously positioned than another 

group, just differently positioned. We additionally would draw the reader’s 

attention to the fact that vendors are listed alphabetically in a unit of the 

Leaderboard and not ranked in any way. 

The Leaderboard is also valid at a point in time: June 2017. It does not 

indicate how we expect positioning to change in the future, or indeed in 

which direction we believe that the vendors are moving. We caution 

against companies taking any decisions based on this analysis: it is merely 

intended as an analytical summary by Juniper as an independent third 

party.  

Finally we would point out that the Leaderboard is based on a global view 

consolidated across all mobile and online purchasing market segments: 

any Leaderboard produced for one specific region or roaming sector 

would, by definition, show different vendor positioning and indeed not 

every vendor would appear on such a Leaderboard.
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1.2.4 Syniverse 

 

Juniper interviewed Syniverse in June 2017 

i. Corporate 

Founded in 1987 and with over 30 years of experience, Syniverse 

connects approximately 1,500 communications providers and businesses 

in over 200 countries. Syniverse process over 4 billion billable transactions 

daily and settles over $17 billion annually between its customers. 

On 3 July 2012, Syniverse announced a definitive agreement to acquire 

MACH for approximately €550 million ($752 million). As noted earlier, 

some of these assets were subsequently acquired by Starhome. The 

European Commission granted conditional approval of the acquisition with 

the commitment that Syniverse divest, almost in its entirety, MACH’s data 

clearing and NRTRDE business in the European Economic Area (EU 

countries plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway). After receiving 

anti-trust clearance and reaching an agreement with a buyer for the 

divested business, the transaction was closed on 1 July 2013. 

In 2014, the company acquired Aicent, which expanded its positioning in 

Asia and added IPX and LTE roaming interconnectivity solutions. 

Key executives includes Stephen C Gray (President and CEO); Tim Moss 

(COO); Chris Rivera (CTO). Currently the company employs over 2,100 

individuals. 

 

Table 1.5: Syniverse Financial Information Snapshot 2013-2016 

 2016 2015 2014 2013 

Mobile Transaction Services ($000) $649,948 $731,496 $782,116 $748,907 

Enterprise & Intelligence Solutions 
($000) 

$131,944 $129,979 $134,179 $110,054 

Revenues ($000) $781,892 $861,475 $916,295 $858,961 

Source: Syniverse 

ii. Geographic Spread 

The company’s headquarters are in Florida, US, with further offices in Asia 

Pacific, Latin America, Europe and Africa and Middle East.  

iii. Clients & Partnerships 

 Syniverse provides services to approximately 1,500 customers in nearly 

200 countries. 

 These customers include nearly all of the world’s MNOs, OTTs, 

including 3 of the 4 largest social networking sites in the US and one of 

the largest social networking sites in China; and blue-chip enterprise 

customers, including the top 3 credit card networks worldwide and 2 

multinational hotel brands. 

 Syniverse also enables UROS to manage operator group SIM profiles 

from multiple networks through one centralised, hosted database. 

 Syniverse partners with a large selection of different industries to fill 

gaps in the key verticals that it needs to deliver its services. These 
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include digital media companies, system integrators, independent 

software vendors and other vertical-market-specific technology and 

service providers.  

iv. High Level View of Service Offerings 

Syniverse delivers critical core roaming functions for operators, including 

clearing and settlement, network connectivity, fraud protection and 

revenue assurance. It also supplies contextual insights for operators to 

use to provide more personalised customer service, generate new 

revenues and open up new markets. 

Syniverse Clearing and Settlement Services enable mobile operators to 

effectively manage their roaming operations, from data collection to 

clearing to cash settlement. The portfolio includes cloud applications 

designed to automate and optimise all workflows required to run a roaming 

business. 

Syniverse’s intelligent-roaming based approach (retail and wholesale) 

provides relevant and granular information about roamers for operators to 

analyse roaming activity, push offers to roamers in real-time and provide 

an enhanced customer experience, tariff transparency and usage control. 

The result is better customer loyalty and more roaming revenue. 

Connected LTE: According to Syniverse, the company operates the 

largest independent global IPX network that connects over 820 operators, 

including over 280 direct connections. Launched in 2009, LTE roaming 

services have now been deployed for over 140 live on net, LTE roaming 

customers across more than 3,800 LTE roaming routes. 

With the Syniverse IPX network, operators have the flexibility to implement 

VoLTE roaming in several ways, including S8HR or LBO. Additionally, the 

Syniverse IPX network supports VoLTE interconnect implementations and 

is ready to enable other IP-based multimedia services and Rich 

Communication Services. 

Figure 1.6: Syniverse Clearing & Settlement Services 

 

Source: Syniverse 

v. Juniper’s View: Key Strengths & Market Opportunities 

 Syniverse has a comprehensive LTE roaming service portfolio with 

strong partnerships compared to competitors, covering a large 

geographical region.  

 Market leading position in LTE roaming and interconnection. 

 Syniverse is the largest wholesale provider of financial settlement 

services to the mobile industry, accounting for 70% of the outsourced 
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clearing and settlement market, providing services to MNOs globally and 

settling approximately $16 billion annually between its customers.  

 It is also the largest global clearinghouse providing transaction 

processing services to over 500 MNOs globally.


